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Why Airports Go SOLAR?

FREE and abundant natural resource

Hedge against cost increases

Low maintenance

Scalable

Build on otherwise unusable land

Can be on site or off site (coming soon)

Non-polluting
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Insolation:  The rate of delivery of solar radiation per unit of 
horizontal surface.  Nebraska averages 3.5 to 4 vs. 5.5 to 6 for 
Arizona.* The measurement is in kWh/m2/day. 

*NOTE: Cold temperatures reduce electrical resistance and increases energy harvest, therefore, 
the Midwest will produce on par with the desert Southwest even with less irradiance.



Solar Electric System Components

Module  converts sun to electricity

Inverter  DC solar to AC

Mounting  roof, ground, pole



Typical PV 
Module

72-cell or 60-cell



Predominant topology:
3 - 60 kW each unit

Scalable
High volume production
Standardized design
Easy start / service
Reduces DC wiring

String Inverter





Pole
-Small systems
-Low wind
-Higher cost
-30% better performance

Ground
-Small to large arrays
-Good wind tolerance
-Moderate cost
-Average performance

Mounting Systems



Roof - anchored
-Small to medium systems
-Good wind tolerance
-Low cost
-Average performance

Roof - ballast
-Small to large arrays
-Good wind tolerance
-Moderate cost
-Average performance

Mounting Systems



Grid-tie solar electric system
-most popular, least cost, best ROI

Grid-tie + Battery Back-up
-higher reliability and cost

OFF Grid  Battery
-highest cost, special uses 

Solar Electric System Design



-the DC energy from the modules is 
converted to AC electricity in the inverter

-the AC electricity is distributed through 
the existing service panel

-any excess electricity would be sent to 
the grid through the utility meter

-there is no storage with this system... 
if the grid goes down, so does the system

Grid Tie Solar Electric System



X
Grid-tie solar electric system

-most popular, least cost, best ROI
-provides power internally
-sends excess to the grid for credit
-qualifies for 30% federal tax credits and
state tax credits (where available) 



Service 
Panel TransformerMeter

Grid Inter-
connection 

Incremental Design Layout:
25 kW Racks tied to Central Transformer

Inverters





Single Axis Tracker - Open Field

North - SouthDIA



https://www.solarpowerworldonline.com/201
6/03/7-cool-solar-installations-at-u-s-airports/

Fixed Rack - Open Field

DIA



Fixed Rack - Parking Structure

TPA



https://www.solarpowerworldonline.com/201
6/03/7-cool-solar-installations-at-u-s-airports/

Fixed Rack - Shade Structure

TUS



Fixed Rack - Parking Structure

MSP



PV Watts - NREL



100 kW system size
$0.10 KWH

0.10





Solar Electric - Simple Payback
Example of 100 kW System

Initial Cost (~$2.50 / Watt) $250,000

30% Federal Tax Credit $  75,000

Balance $175,000

5-Year Accelerated Depreciation ?

Avoided Costs ($14,000 to $15,000+ / year) ?

Grant  …  (state incentives?) ?

Estimated payback period (in years)  5 - 7 
(Internal Rate of Return  8 - 12%)



Finance Structures

Must conform to governing body and state law;

Purchase

Lease (with buy-out)

Loan

Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) 

Requires Airport to be in from the start (Flip)



Solar Electric Airports

Reduce costs of operation

Reduce utility peak demand 

Simple installation
… but there is a learning curve

Cost about $3/Watt or <$2.50/Watt - site dependent

Payback 5-7 years 



Reduces energy trade imbalance for state’s economy

Local investor owners can provide decentralized 
build out of new capacity

Investment income produces returns which can be
reinvested into business operations

Creates sustainable jobs with construction
and service of new solar fields

Create new manufacturing opportunities

Long Term Impacts: Conclusions



Perfect solar day



Good solar morning
Cloudy afternoon





Demand Rates Follow “Duck Curve”









Daily KW Incremental
= MW Cumulative Totals

1 MegaWatt in 10 days
with a 25 kW system
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